
LATE POSITIVITIES ABOUND!! 
 
P300, P3, P3b, target P3, oddball P3, 
P-SR, P-CR  
late positive component 
late positive complex (LPC) 
P600 (syntactic positive shift or SPS, semantic P600, 
           and P600 in memory expts) 
 
P3a, novel P3 
 
Slow Wave (SW), Positive SW (PSW) 
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time 

CNV, PINV 
Grey Walter 

BSP, RP 
Kornhuber & Deecke 

Vaughan et al. 

P300 
Chapman & Bragdon 

Sutton et al.  

    O-wave 
    E-wave 
Loveless & Sanford 

SPN 
MPN 

Damen & Brunia 

LRP (CMA) 
Coles & Gratton; DeJong 

ERN (Ne), Pe 
Falkenstein; Gehring 

Novelty P3 
Courchesne et al. 

 
N200, P3a, P3b,  

SW complex 
Squires et al. 

N2a, N2b 
 N2a=MMN 

Naatanen 

N400 
Kutas & Hillyard 

P600 /SPS 
LAN 

Osterhout 
Kluender 
Neville 

CPS 
Steinhauer  et al. 

CRN 

Dm 
Paller et al. 
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Chapman and Bragdon, 1964 

Which was larger first or second  number or are they  equal? 

5 

Larger late evoked responses were obtained to number stimuli than to light 
flashes .. The differences may not be attributed to the stimulus luminance.  
 
Different ERPs to meaningful and non-meaningful stimuli 
 
Some ERP components are not sensitive to sensory manipulations 
 
 



Stimuli:  clicks or light flashes 
 
Trial Design: S1(cue) – interval (3-5 s) – S2  (stimulus pairs) 
 
Task: (guess) predict modality (aud or vis)  of S2 
 
Predictable: cue was always followed by S2 of certain modality 
Unpredictable: S2 modality was uncertain 
 
Compare ERPs when stimulus was certain vs uncertain 

Sutton et al. 1965 



Sutton et al. 1965  Same physical stimulus differing only in certainty; response wasn’t  
simply a function of sensory input but what subjects were doing with it. 

P300 



  
Manipulate degree of uncertainty 
-Cue predicted light .33, sound .67 
 or vice versa 
 
-both elicit P3 but  P3 is larger for 
the less probable event 

P300 



Effect of correctness 

Hypothesis based on various experiments: P3 might reflect resolution of uncertainty 
 
Uncontrolled factors? 



ERP waveform recorded from scalp of human subjects may reflect 
two kinds of influences. One of these is largely exogenous and 
related to the character of the stimulus (objective). The other is 
largely endogenous and related to the reaction or attitude of the 
subject to the stimulus (subjective). Sutton et al. 1965 



Sutton, Tueting, Zubin & John 1967 
 
- Manipulated when information is delivered 
- Manipulated mode of information delivery 
 

Guess whether stimulus would be single click or double click 
 
Compare ERP to single clicks under conditions where subject either 
knew how many clicks there would be or not 
 
Independent variables: 
Certainty vs uncertainty 
Single vs double click 
Interval between double clicks, 180 or 580 ms  
 
 
 

 

Does P300 really reflect uncertainty resolution? 



ERPS to the same physical 
stimulus -- a single click in 
all 4 experimental 
conditions 



There is a late positivity (P300) only when there is uncertainty. 
 
P300 latency determined by the time when uncertainty is resolved. 
 
There is a P300 to a missing stimulus/event (no physical energy)!!! 



Loud single  
Loud double 
Soft single 
Soft double 
 
When double click, 2nd click presented at ISI=580 ms 
 
Tasks 
(1) Intensity task: Guess loud or soft? 
(2) Number of clicks task: Guess single or double? 
 
Predicted Outcomes:    Guess Intensity     Guess Number 
Loud single                               at single                at double                         
Loud double                              at single                at double 
Soft single                                 at single                at double 
Soft double                                at single                at double 
 
Any other outcome, and P3 is not simply related to information value. 

To show P300 related to information value of stimulus for subject. 
 
   Stimuli varied on two dimensions: (number of clicks, intensity) 



P300 P300 



Late positivity (P300)  to  feedback 
stimulus 

P3 in Gambling Task 



Guess-Feedback paradigm: P300 elicited by stimuli that provide feedback 
 
Oddball paradigm (Bernoulli sequence) 
 
Signal Detection --  signal embedded in noise 
 
Categorization/Matching/Decision Making Tasks 
 
Any experiment requiring decision will elicit a P300 following decision 
 

PARADIGMS FOR ELICITING P3OO COMPONENT 



One of two stimuli randomly presented every 1-1.5 sec 
Frequent stimulus – standard, background 
Infrequent stimulus – target, oddball, deviant 
 
Typical task: mental count of targets or overt response to target (or standard) or to both 
 
Modalities: auditory, visual, somatosensory, olfactory 
 

ODDBALL PARADIGM 

to oddball 

S - standard 
T - target 

(Note: positive up; figure from Polich) 

Target P3 
Oddball P3 
Parietal P3 
Classical P3 
P3, P300, P3b 



Simson, Ritter, Vaughan 1977 

NS – standard 
S – target 
Delta – target –standard difference (effect) 

Note positive up 

N200 

P300 



NS – standard 
S – target 
Delta – target –standard difference 

Note positive up 

N200 

P300 





SW 

P3 complex: N2, P3, SW 

(Slow wave) 



Hypotheses for functional significance of SLOW WAVE   
 
Additional processing? 
 
Selection or decision processes 
 
Preparation of response 
 
Evaluation of correctness 



Garcia-Larrea & Cezanne-Bert, 1998 



Initial P3 peak amplitude indistinguishable across conditions, but duration of positivity varies;  
positivity lengthens with number of items to be updated – variance in positive slow wave (PSW). 



Compare cond 1 vs cond 4 

P3 region SW region 



Difference ERPs: cond 4 minus cond 1 

P3 and Slow Wave (SW) are functionally dissociable 



Slow waves reflect further processing invoked by increased task demands. 
 
SW distinctions have been made for perceptual and conceptual processes. 
 
There are many more SWs than just frontal negative and posterior positive. 
e.g., posterior negativities 
 
Memory scanning, mental rotation, mental arithmetic are but a few of the 
operations that associated with slow wave activity 

There’s still lots to learn about the functional significance of slow waves 



Omitted/Missing stimulus 

e.g., timing, expectancy, time estimation, rhythm 



a priori stimulus probability 
 
Target/non-target (standard) 
 
Vary attn: attend, ignore 
 
P3s in auditory oddball task 

P300 



1. If stimuli are not task relevant, then there are no P3s and no 
apparent sensitivity to a priori (objective) stimulus probability. 
 
2. If stimuli are task relevant, then the P3 to the target (counted) 
stimuli is sensitive to objective stimulus probability; the lower the 
probability, the larger the P3 amplitude. 
 
3. And, if task relevant, even uncounted (non-target) stimuli will show 
some positivity in P3 range for low probability events. 
 
4. And, even when objective probabilities are equated, the “target” 
event is associated with a slightly larger P3 than the non-target event. 



Global probability 



All targets 

Subset of targets preceded 
by standards 

Subset of targets preceded 
by targets 

(p=.50) 



Sequential probability 

Larger P3 for target following  
run of standards than target 
following run of targets 



Even though objective, prior, probability remains constant 
over a series of trials, the subjective probabilities vary from 
trial to trial, depending on the specific sequence of stimuli 
preceding each event. 



What about temporal probability and P300? 
 
 
Keep global probability constant but vary the number of targets per 
unit time, e.g. 1 target every 250, 750, 3000 ms, etc. 
 



P3 and temporal probability 



N1 

P2 



Temporal Probability 
 
 
Keep global probability constant but vary the number of targets per 
unit time, e.g. 1 target every 250, 750, 3000 ms, etc. 
 
At same a priori stimulus probability (p=.2), targets at longer ISIs 
elicit larger P3s. 
 
With longer SOAs/ISIs even standards may elicit some P3 activity 



Subject probability versus a priori probability 



33% oddball target, 67% standards 



33% target, 33% standard A and 33% standard B collapsed 



Probability of standard = .67 Probability of each standard = .33 



33% target, 33% standard A, 33% standard B 

It is not a priori probability per se that matters! 



What really matters is subjective probability of 
the target event! 
 
If target or oddball for (mental) counting or responding 
were T, then in this sequence, it would have larger P3 
than any of the individual letters, even though all of them 
have a lower a priori probability of occurrence than it 
does (p=.25). 
 
a b a g d f m T r n l T s w T h j n T T y e q p T s I z x p 
 
 
 
Target = T 
 
Standard = all other letters, each of which alone has lower probability than T 
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